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“Part of the reason it
leans is because
everything is upright
and I wanted to
challenge the eye.”

“My pieces represent
the new community,
both unique and
individual, yet gaining
strength and support in
their united formation.”

Ann Christopher RA, Artist

Rick Kirby, Artist

‘Towards the Sky’, Ann Christopher

‘Arch’, Rick Kirby

Ann Christopher RA

Rick Kirby

Ann Christopher RA was the first artist to be
commissioned through the programme and
responded with a splendidly dramatic
sculpture - ‘Towards the Sky’ - inspired by the
old lock gates of this former power station site.
The artwork is fabricated from corten steel
which over time develops a richly-coloured
protective crust, invoking the industrial origins
of Port Marine.

Rick Kirby’s stunning ‘Arc of Angels’ has
become emblematic of the programme,
achieving widespread publicity and acclaim.
Standing at more than 5 metres high, this arc
of five female figures holding hands,
commemorates the former radio towers used
to control shipping movements during and
post war from Portishead.
Rick Kirby's artworks are made from mild steel
plate welded together which will patinate
slowly over time.

Front cover ‘Arc of Angels’, Rick Kirby
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“The Tennyson quote
on the plinth was used by
Reverend Charles Kingsley
of ‘Waterbabies’ fame in the
School’s inaugeration: ‘Strive
upwards working out the
beast and let the ape and
the tiger die.’”
Michael Disley, Artist

‘Topping Out’

‘Portishead Lifeboat Trust’

‘National Nautical School’

Michael Disley
Stone-carver, Michael Disley, spent a year onsite working from a purpose built artist’s
studio. Through workshops and informal
contact, he developed a good relationship with
the local community, drawing out intriguing
snippets of Portishead’s past, that have
directly fed into eight sculptural works, many
humorous in tone.
‘Topping Out’: based on a photograph of the
topping out ceremony for the original power
station, the men sport flat caps, bowlers or top
hats depending on their status.

Photographs copyright Barton Willmore Associates.

‘Portishead Lifeboat Trust’: a popular local
charity. Michael Disley based the central figure
on a photograph of a local man, Ray Herbert,
who was coxswain of the lifeboat team for
many years.
‘National Nautical School’: commemorating
the Training Ship Formidable which was
moored outside the docks and housed the
National Nautical School, founded in 1869 to
train ‘homeless and destitute boys of the
Port of Bristol’.
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‘The Lady Sings’

‘Miss England’: Victor Halliwell, a local man
buried in Portishead churchyard, was a mechanic
with Sir Henry Seagrave who in 1930 achieved
the world water speed record at Lake Windermere
with an average time of 98.76mph over two runs.
Determined to exceed 100mph, Seagrave and
Halliwell set out on Miss England II for a further
run. Unfortunately the boat struck some debris
and both men were killed.
‘The Lady Sings’: a tribute to Fred Weatherly, a
popular and prolific songwriter who was born in
Portishead 153 years ago. He wrote 1,500 songs,
including ‘Danny Boy’ and 'Roses of Picardy'.

‘Gordano Hockey’

‘Captain Ashford’

‘Gordano Hockey’: celebrating the successes
of Gordano Ladies Hockey Club.
‘Captain Ashford’: captain of the Waverley
paddle steamer which was constructed in
1947, and now lays claim to being the world's
last sea-going paddle steamer.
‘The Bristol and Portishead Pier
and Railway Co 1867’ [back cover]: this 9
mile railway which opened in 1867, finally gave
Portishead a rail link to Brunel's Bristol and
Exeter mainline. The railway closed to
passengers in 1964, and to freight in 1981.
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Every effort has been
made to involve the
people of Portishead in
the public art programme,
in order to encourage a
sense of ownership and
understanding of the
artworks.

Fragments & Traces
This Arts Council funded project has enabled
a number of community groups to work with
professional artists to devise a range of arts
projects which in some way pick up upon
fragments of Portishead‘s history. Here is a taster:

Fragments & Traces

Mencap
Renowned enamellist Elizabeth Turrell has been
working with members of North Somerset’s Mencap
Group. Their project was launched in explosive
fashion with a one-day workshop incorporating
enamelling, music, dance, photography and the
‘Soundbeam‘ device, which converts physical
movement into sound. Filmed images of the process
were simultaneously projected onto the walls of the
workshop space to create a truly 3-dimensional
creative experience. The process has inspired a series
of large-scale enamel works for integration into
Portishead's new youth centre.

community projects
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Photograph copyright Martin Chainey

Photograph copyright Martin Chainey

Fragments & Traces

Fragments & Traces

Fragments & Traces

Community Project

Youth Centre

Gordano School

‘Respray’, formed by poet
Ralph Hoyte and musician
Stephen Ives, worked with
the young people of
Portishead over a twoweek period to produce
innovative fusions of music
and original word - seeking
inspiration from the
surrounding environment.
Young people produced
their own CDs, providing
material for the Youth
Centre’s temporary radio
station.

In collaboration with
internationally acclaimed
sculptor Ian Gregory,
Gordano students have
investigated the theme of
flight. This theme was
stimulated by the new
Wildlife Reserve at the
edge of Port Marine. The
students have produced a
number of abstract and
figurative ceramic birds
which in turn are inspiring
a flock of stainless steel
seagulls, for inclusion in
the public art trail.

Knightstone
Housing

Seafaring
Schools Project

Families from Port Marine
took part in three days of
creative activities in and
around their streets. Artist
Sue Pearce led the activities
and is subsequently
creating a bronze artwork,
based on a children’s game,
which will be inlaid into the
pavement within the
Knightstone residential area.
This project has been match
funded by Knightstone
Housing Charity.

Over 500 children from
every primary and junior
school in Portishead have
enjoyed working with eight
artists, thanks to generous
sponsorship from Arts and
Business. The project’s
seafaring theme links with
a major new artwork being
created by Michael Dan
Archer, celebrating
seafaring in Portishead past, present and future.
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‘Energy Artwork’, Mark Merer
‘Photograph copyright Martin Chainey

‘Elemental’, Matt Stein

Marianne Forrest

Mark Merer

A clockmaker by trade, Marianne Forrest won
the national competition to create an artwork
linking old and new. Using sculpture and
lighting, ‘Timelines’ follows the path of the
original creek from what is now the head of the
high street to the edge of the dock in Port
Marine. The inscriptions on her two key
sculptures are from the ‘Rime of the Ancient
Mariner’ by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

This imposing stainless steel sculpture is a
reference to the site's origins as a power
station. Coloured light of changing hue spills
from the wave-like cut-outs.

“A key feature of Portishead is its expansive sky.

Matt Stein
Bristol based artist, Matt Stein, is creating
a work of four elements to welcome those
entering the Ashlands residential area

To highlight this there are several huge polished
spheres which reflect the sky bringing it down to earth.

“This sculptural grouping is intended to evoke

Essentially a piece about regeneration and hope.”

a sense of strength and unity.”

Marianne Forrest, Artist

Matt Stein, Artist
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“Certainly what I do is
not quite the same as
installing a piece of
sculpture where you turn
up and pop it in.
It inhabits a space; it’s
about making a place.”
Matthew Fedden, Artist

‘Gates and School Railings’, Matthew Fedden

‘Sculptural Garden’, Forge Projects

Matthew Fedden

Forge Projects

Matthew Fedden is an innovative metalwork
designer, adept at transforming what might
otherwise be utilitarian features into vibrant
and original designs that uniquely reflect the
quality of the site.
Prior to creating these school railings, Matthew
Fedden and printmaker Steve Hyslop spent a
period of time working with students from
Portishead Primary School.

This sculptural garden is intended to be a place of
leisure and reflection, with interactive elements for
young people that encourage further engagement
with the history of the site. Forge Projects have
used pictograms to create a simple visual narrative
referencing key aspects of Portishead’s history and
culture. The bronze pictograms set in reclaimed
granite blocks (from the site’s old quayside) are
linked with interweaving paths that make up a figure
of eight knot, reflecting the site’s nautical location.

"The first challenge was to do something meaningful

“In finding fragments and traces belonging to the

with the school which would stimulate the students,

regenerated site, it is hoped a pride, and sense of the

allowing them to explore what artists do and what

site’s special interest will be celebrated, and not

artists are.” Matthew Fedden

forgotten.” Robert Fearns, Forge Projects
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‘Man and Animal’, Giles Penny

‘Village Square Artwork’
(computer generated image), Cod Steaks

‘Ship to Shore’, Jon Buck
‘Photography copyright Pangolin Foundry

Carol Peace & Giles Penny

In progress...

Carol Peace (Bristol) and Giles Penny (Somerset)
were both commissioned to create artworks for the
Ashlands phase of Port Marine’s development on
the East Dock. This primarily residential area has a
greener, calmer feel than the bustling harbourside
development across the water. Sitting serenely in
their surroundings, the resulting two artworks have
timeless appeal.

Village Common and Nature Reserve Artworks:
Bristol based designers 'Cod Steaks' (well known
for creating the Wallace & Grommit sets) are
expected to bring shades of their trademark
humour and innovation to these key sites.

“I wanted the commission to be peacefully content; to
emulate a feeling of intimacy, agreement, comfort and
calm between the couple. A very precious state.”
Carol Peace, Artist
“The sculpture I have made for Portishead is an intimate
view of the relationship between man and his environment.
In this situation both figures relate in harmony and are
communing as one.” Giles Penny, Artist

Waterside Square Artwork: Somerset artist,
Lucy Glendinning, is working on a stunning
stainless steel arch, carrying a horizontal figure
suspended by fingertips and stretching into space.
Ship to Shore: a key site overlooking the Bristol
Channel is the setting for Jon Buck's four metre
high bronze heads. They reference the generations
of Pill Pilots who guided ships to safety.
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